Detection of Acute Myocardial Ischemia by Vessel-Specific Leads Derived from the 12-Lead Electrocardiogram
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Abstract

Our aim was to enhance diagnostic performance of ACC/ESC STEMI criteria based on 12-lead ECG by using criteria from 3 derived vessel-specific leads (VSLs). Study data consisted of 12-lead ECGs acquired during angioplasty-induced ischemic episodes due to balloon inflation in, respectively, LAD (n = 35), RCA (n = 47), and LCx (n = 17) coronary arteries. Three VSLs were derived from 12-lead ECG by previously developed lead transformations. We found that the detection of ischemic state, in any vessel, by means of the ACC/ESC criteria achieved the SE/SP of 60/96% in the total population, whereas in subgroups sorted by vessel SE/SP were 74/97% for LAD, 60/94% for RCA, and 36/100% for LCx. With derived VSLs at 110 µV threshold we achieved in total population SE/SP 84/93% and in subgroups 97/92% for LAD, 77/92% for RCA and 77/100% for LCx. Thus it appears that VSLs can markedly improve detection of ischemia, especially that caused by LCx artery occlusion.

1. Introduction

In patients presenting with symptoms of acute coronary syndromes, currently used clinical diagnostic criteria [1-3], based on ST-segment elevation in the 12-lead ECG, identify patients suffering from ST-elevation acute myocardial infarction (STEMI) with high specificity, but low sensitivity. Consequently, many false-negative patients do not receive appropriate therapy. We hypothesized that the sensitivity of acute MI detection can be increased by using criteria based on 3 derived vessel-specific leads (VSLs) developed previously from the Dalhousie database of ECGs obtained during controlled acute ischemia [4]. Thus the aim of the present study was to use an independent STAFF3 database from Duke University [5], also consisting of ECGs recorded during controlled acute ischemia, to evaluate the diagnostic capabilities of VSLs and compare them with those that can be achieved by applying STEMI criteria currently used in clinical practice [3].

2. Methods

2.1. Patient population

The STAFF3 database consists of ECG data for 108 patients originally studied at the Charleston Area Medical Center in West Virginia, who underwent elective balloon-inflation percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA) in one of their main coronary arteries [5]. All of these patients had continuous 12-lead ECG recorded before and throughout the PTCA procedure. Upon initial inspection of plotted ECG tracings, we rejected data of 11 patients with ECGs of substandard quality (i.e., containing artifacts that could not be eliminated or reduced by the usual ECG processing techniques). Therefore, we were left with test-set population consisting of 97 patients. The balloon-inflation periods for these patients ranged from 1'30" to 7'17", with a mean of 4'37"; these occlusion periods were considerably longer than those used in Dalhousie PTCA protocol [4]. For each patient balloon-inflation PTCA recording (denoted PR) began just before the balloon inflation and continued for the entire occlusion-reperfusion period.

2.2. ECG acquisition and processing

The standard 12-lead ECG was recorded digitally for each participant of the study by the Siemens-Elema AB (Solna, Sweden) ECG cart at 1,000 Hz sampling rate with an amplitude resolution of 0.6 µV for the least-significant bit [5]. For each patient we selected only one PR recording for analysis (if there indeed were multiple inflations in the same artery for that patient), except in 2 patients with double-artery treatment for whom we used one PR recording for each occluded artery; thus the total number of ischemic episodes documented by 12-lead ECG was 99; 35 of these episodes were due to LAD coronary artery occlusion, 47 due to right coronary artery (RCA) occlusion, and 17 due to left circumflex (LCx) coronary artery occlusion. Subsequent ECG processing was done at Dalhousie University on an RS/6000 computer (IBM Corp, Armonk,
For an entire duration of each PR recording we calculated 3 VSLs from 8 independent leads of 12-lead ECG [4], and we identified one 10-second interval as a “baseline state” and another 10-second interval (just before reperfusion) as an “ischemic state.” After signal smoothing (a running median filter of 3 points) on each lead, QRS onset was determined for each beat, to establish the local baseline, and the local QRS offset was designated as J point. Local baseline was defined as mean amplitude of 10 samples centered at 10 ms before the local QRS onset. To measure ST deviation (ST) of each beat, the difference between amplitude at J point and that at the local baseline was taken. The ST deviations over the entire time course of each ischemic episode were then plotted as histograms for 15 leads. Figs. 1–3 show examples of these plots for ischemic episodes caused by the occlusion of RCA, LAD, and LCx coronary arteries, respectively.

Figure 1. Beat-by-beat histograms of ST deviation in 15 ECG leads for a patient with RCA occluded. Rows correspond to 12 standard leads in Cabrera sequence [6] followed by 3 VSLs (LCX, LAD, RCA); time axis is calibrated in minutes; vertical lines define “baseline state” and “ischemic state.” Red bars indicate ST ≥ 100 µV, blue bars ST ≤ –100 µV, and green bars ST within 100-µV bounds.

Figure 2. Beat-by-beat histograms of ST deviation in 15 ECG leads for a patient with LAD coronary artery occluded. Same layout as in Fig. 1.

2.3. ACC/ESC criteria for STEMI

We implemented ACC/ESC STEMI criteria as follows: If the amplitude at the J point in both leads of the contiguous pairs (V1, V2), (V2, V3) was ≥ 200 µV or in the pair (V3, V4) in lead V3 ≥ 200 µV and in lead V4 ≥ 100 µV or in any of the contiguous lead pairs (V4, V5), (V5, V6), (aVL, I), (I, –aVR), (–aVR, II), (II, aVF), (aVF, III), (III, –aVL) both J-point amplitudes were ≥ 100 µV, then the STEMI criteria were met. Otherwise the STEMI criteria were not met. The leads –aVR and –aVL denote the negated leads aVR and aVL, respectively.

2.4. Assessment of diagnostic performance

The ability of diagnostic criteria to detect acute ischemia was assessed by diagnostic classification that separated the “ischemic” from the “non-ischemic” state using, in turn, the ACC/ESC and VSL criteria (for the latter threshold was incremented in 1-µV steps within the range of 0–500 µV). Using a bootstrap method with replacement, we generated SE and SP values for 1,000 bootstrap trials [7] and the mean value ± 95% confidence limits were plotted and compared (Figs. 4–7).
3. Results

A total patient population \( (n = 97) \) included “responders” \( (n = 83) \) who responded to balloon inflation by \( \Delta ST \geq 100 \mu V \) in one or more leads of the 12-lead ECG, and “nonresponders” \( (n = 14) \) with no \( \Delta ST \geq 100 \mu V \) in the 12-lead ECG. We found that in a total patient population the detection of ischemic state, in any vessel, by means of the ACC/ESC criteria achieved the SE/SP of 60/96% (Fig. 4); whereas in subgroups sorted by vessel SE/SP were 74/97% for LAD (Fig. 5), 60/94% for RCA (Fig. 6), and 36/100% for LCx (Fig. 7). With derived VSLs at 110 μV threshold we achieved in total population SE/SP 84/93% (Fig. 4) and in subgroups 97/92% for LAD (Fig. 5), 77/92% for RCA (Fig. 6) and 77/100% for LCx (Fig. 7). In addition to detecting acute ischemia due to occlusion of any vessel, VSLs were capable of identifying, at 110 μV threshold, the culprit vessel causing ischemia with SE/SP of 95/92% for LAD, 63/94% for RCA, and 70/100% for LCx.
4. Discussion

Our results, which will need validation on larger patient population, suggest that VSLs derived from the standard 12-lead ECG can identify acute myocardial ischemia in any vessel with better diagnostic performance (DP = SE/2 + SP/2) than existing ACC/ESC criteria applied to the 12 standard leads. This DP increase was 10% for the total population and 9%, 7%, and 20% for LAD, RCA, and LCx subgroups, respectively. In addition, VSLs offer a simple identification of the coronary artery responsible for ischemia. In particular, vessel-specific leads can very significantly improve detection of acute ischemia caused by the occlusion of the LCx artery, which is frequently missed by conventional 12-lead ECG criteria [8].
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